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Abstract: Slovakia faces a critical period in land and property management. The Land Registry still
maintains its old 1990s information system and obsolete manual record system, whose structure and
links of the real estate records and ownership titles are unable to meet the current requirements of
companies in its graphical representation and visualization of data. Basically, it is a partially structured,
digitalized and yet still analog system for recording land titles. It is of the utmost importance for
a data model to be set up for a new information system that would provide the entire Land Registry
with a wide range of information, together with the right structuring, filtering, sorting, and graphics.
The system architecture should be based on unique identifiers in Land Registry entries, fixed links and
integrity control mechanisms, while creating an index map of all real estate which can be specified
with additional information future legislation might require. Slovak law allows multiple ownership
of any land, building or interior. In order to initiate the entire process, the Slovak Land Registry needs
to clearly define buildings together with their boundaries by their geometry and location, identify
them with a unique code and give them a fixed land reference.
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1. Introduction

A cadaster is normally a parcel-based and up-to-date land information system containing a record
of interests in the land (e.g., rights, encumbrances, and responsibilities). It usually includes a geometric
description of the land plots linked to other records describing the nature of the interests and often the
value of the parcel and improvements thereto. It may be established for fiscal (valuation and equitable
taxation) or legal (conveyance) purposes, to assist in land management and use (for planning and
other administrative purposes) and enables sustainable development and environmental protection [1].
Current cadastral data in models found in Slovakia use only a 2D land-parcel concept (see, e.g., [2]).
However, the development of information systems has also brought new requirements to the Land
Registry’s information system (ISKN). For the system to function best and interconnect, it has to
address corporate requirements and align ISKN architecture for it to conform to the Slovak legislation
and meet the criteria of relational area-based database systems. This means that the cadastral map
should be able to represent and provide spatial information related to land rights, restrictions and
responsibilities not only in 2D for land parcels, but also in 3D for properties, construction, buildings,
apartment units, and underground infrastructures. Such a system can be described as a 3D cadaster [3].
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Traditional two-dimensional (2D) land management records no longer meet the demands of
modern society. For instance, Aien et al. [4] believe a 2D plot to be no longer an appropriate fundamental
spatial component of the cadastral system for managing and registering three-dimensional (3D)
information in large multi-parcel buildings and layered parcels. Resolution of problems in society
requires more information than provided from one single data set, and this is equally true for problems
with a spatial concept. It is inevitable for these availability problems to be addressed in well-maintained
links between spatial data sets and other basic or key data sets, for example, on addresses, persons,
companies, buildings and land rights [5,6], a view also shared by [3,7–9].

Construction, investment and ownership in buildings and infrastructure have been considerable
in recent years and these have significantly driven the registration of 3D plots [10]. The solution lies in
a modern land registry information system with 3D recordkeeping [11]. In [12], authors state that,
despite the efforts of much research into 3D cadastral systems, no country in the world has a true 3D
cadaster, whose functionality is always limited in some manner [13,14]. Available literature provides
various examples of extensive research into 3D cadasters and 3D cadastral systems that have been
implemented. However, in most countries the legal aspects of 3D real property and its incorporation
into 3D cadastral systems have not been so rigorously examined. Authors in [15,16] have given
an overview of 3D land registry systems in 15 countries.

A 3D column charter of rights has necessitated the development of a 3D system capable of both
visualizing multi-dimensional rights and restrictions and of being spatially sliced, as stated in [17,18].

In some cases, the term 4D has already appeared. The fourth dimension (time) has already been
semantically integrated in many cadastral systems as an attribute (i.e., date of cadastral changes);
however, a 4D graphical representation of the data remains a major challenge [11].

The paper discusses the proposal of new real estate management technology integrated into
Slovakia’s existing 2D-based Land Registry. Slovakia is a country in Central Europe, which was
established in 1993 from Czechoslovakia’s split. It has about five million residents. At the turn of
the 19th and 20th century, it was a part of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. During this period,
a stable cadaster (cadaster/cadastre of real estates, land registry) was also built and the countries of
Central Europe have common bases for its records (Czech Republic, Austria, and Hungary). The Land
Registry is administered by the state through a central body, the Office of Geodesy, Cartography
and Land Registry of the Slovak Republic (SR). It manages the cadaster management methodology,
manages data and the Real Estate Cadaster Information System (ISKN). Disclosure of cadastral data is
governed by the Cadastral Act. The cadaster of the Slovak Republic is public and besides selected
data (personal identification number—ID) it is possible to see also the personal part of cadastral data
(name of the owner and related property) on the cadaster portal. Cadastral data sets for further
processing are provided only to selected authorities and institutions under The Land Registry Act. It is
for consideration whether the data that is publicly accessible is not very detailed and it would probably
be appropriate to set up new rules for the disclosure of personal data kept in cadastral databases.

Structures (buildings) are identified as located on parcels whose property rights and titles are tied
strictly to the land. These ties are loose and ambiguous because a single building can be located on
several parcels or several buildings can be located on a single parcel. Buildings have no unique Land
Registry identification code and are not displayed on parcels in the register’s graphics. This traditional
concept leads to contradictions between the availability of relevant information and the requirement
for entries to provide unambiguous identification of the properties. Even though the law has allowed
a building and the land under it to be owned by different entities since 1950, this principle was never
really integrated into the Land Registry. In addition, the unique identification system for the different
owners of the land, buildings in the plot, and their interiors, to have been used in registration starting
in the 1990s and using the land–building–interior hierarchy (either residential or commercial), has yet
to be implemented.

The Land Registry Act (Act 162/1995 Coll., as amended) mandates the recording of parcels,
buildings and interiors in the Land Registry, so the legislative basis of registration does not have
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to be amended in any way. What needs to be changed is the information system’s structure and
links, in order to create unique graphical objects of real estate yet to be visualized (buildings and
interiors). When they are visualized, the logical implication would be a layered, three-dimensional real
estate map.

In SR, the cadastral data structure is represented by digitized ownership sheets, which is considered
being outdated and obsolete. The main task is therefore to create structured data and attributes for all
types of real estate, i.e., land, buildings and premises in buildings, to define their links and hierarchy,
which is absent in the current cadaster except for plots. Cadaster primarily records real estates and
rights to them. Registering of buildings (and premises) in the cadaster would create objects defined by
the ownership of given building. These objects could then be used for further interoperability with
other GISs.

It is a particularly sensitive topic to intervene in the current perception of cadastral data.
A fundamental radical change, like an independent representation of buildings as cadastral objects,
raises many questions whose framework should be outlined in terms of: information system (design of
database model of registered attributes, definition of links and hierarchy with regard to performance
and amount of provided information), legislative (definition of rights—limits, boundaries to buildings,
their relation to land, questions of soil protection, structures on the surface, below and above it),
interoperability of information systems (without the objects representing buildings in the cadaster and
registration of rights to them, there can be no connection with other information systems as INSPIRE,
regular state population and housing census, etc.). The aim of this paper is to outline the possibility of
changes and provide a basis for a much needed discussion on modification of cadastral record keeping.
The principles of cadastral records in the SR are approximately 100 years old.

2. Materials and Methods

The Current State of Registering Real Estate in Slovakia

Currently, graphical records in the Land Registry include only parcels and liens. The lands
themselves appear in the ‘C’ and ‘E’ Registry parcels found in the Land Registry.

C-Parcels are the fundamental real estate basic reference covering all administrative cadastral
districts with nothing else remaining. The land’s geometry, position, unique identifier, and mandatory
attributes (area, type of land, use) is registered. It is possible for some C-Parcels to have no title or
other ownership.

E-Parcels are a subset of the C-Parcels where, if a C-Parcel has no titles or other ownership,
the entire area will constitute a parcel (or multiple parcels or parts thereof) of the E-Parcel, whose
boundaries are positionally independent of the C-Parcels and form a patch of land with no title to it.
In essence, these E-Parcels are leftover parcels from the pre-socialist land registry. During Communism,
all ownership of land was abolished. Parcels seized from their original owners were merged under
the management of state agricultural cooperatives were entered in the Land Registry with no further
information about previous ownership.

The parcels are viewed separately in the ISKN, each with its own identification code, properties,
and matching graphics in the map produced according to ISKN topology rules (Figure 1).

Even though the buildings are the most valuable real estate and their price far exceeds the price
of the land on which they are built, the Land Registry fails to take that into account. Buildings are
registered according to the principle of medieval feudalism that existed when the Land Registry
was established and merely recorded in a descriptive manner as standing on land. It cannot be
unambiguously stated whether an entry describes a specific building or shows it on the map. Everyday
there are arguments that there is only a small percentage of cases where several buildings are on
a single parcel or a single building on several parcels; however, since it is a central state registry, there
should be no tolerance as to whether some buildings are neglected as if they did not exist. The Land
Registry map section basically does not include these buildings and they exist only in the C-Parcel
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layers partially in planimetric lines. They do not have their own structures entered in the Land Registry,
a complete paradox and an anachronism in terms of their significance and features.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 12 
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Figure 1. (A) Land Registry Map; (B) Real Estate Registry Map.

Like parcels that have a unique identifier (in this case, the parcel number), buildings should also
have a unique identifier in both the Land Registry map section and its descriptive section. Since 1950,
the principle of ‘superficies solo cedit’ has been not applied in Slovakia, meaning that not everything
built on land belongs to its owner. If a building is going to be displayed and described, it needs to
exist in the ISKN in the similar manner as in the E-Parcels, which are a subset of the C-Parcel area
(C-Parcels with no titles). The analogy of the E-Parcel applies both to geodetic (SGI) and descriptive
(SPI) information in the Land Registry.

3. Results and Discussion

Real estate should be entered in the Land Registry according to the hierarchy and links between
whatever is entered therein. Each object or part thereof must be a subset of the C-Parcel(s). A building
may include residential and/or other interiors—all residential/office interiors must be a subset of
a particular building, and their existence depends on the existence of the building where they are
located. Interiors have their own independent property titles that can be different from the building’s
title. A separate chapter covers the registration of residential/commercial interiors, which may start
once the basic issue of building registration has been fully resolved from the facts above.

3.1. Building a Unique Identification Principle

Land Registry parcels are separate entries with unique identification codes, properties and
matching graphical representation in the map section. These records exist in it so there is no requirement
to create them.

The suggestion is to uniquely identify buildings located in Slovakia similarly to the parcel
numbering system. The identifier would be incorporated into the descriptive SPI and graphic SGI
sections of the Land Registry and clearly designate the building therein. The existing house numbering
system is not adequate as an analysis determined that not all buildings are numbered or several buildings
may have the same conscription number (houses in Slovakia have two numbers: a conscription and
orientation one, e.g., Street 613/22). For these reasons, the conscription number would not be suitable
as a unique identifier in the new system for entering structures in the Land Registry.

Considering the current state of the Land Registry in Slovakia and to preserve the principles and
links in the existing database systems as well as the expected system requirements, the following
principles for ‘Building a Unique ID’ (JIS) are proposed:

• Easy and clear interpretation of Land Registry documents, excerpts, and maps.
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• Creation of an independent series of natural numbers beginning with 1 and incremented by 1.
• JIS would be a combination of the Land Registry code and the JIS custom code.
• Land Registry excerpts, legal documents, and map exports would be indicated like parcels, where

the JIS custom code would be sufficient because the document would clearly indicate the cadastral
district where the structure originates. The combination of KKKKKK-SSSSSS is still possible,
where KKKKKK is the cadastral district code and SSSSSS is the JIS custom code, mainly used for
structured formulas.

• When real estate is registered in the Land Registry, it would be automatically assigned a JIS code
and Land Registry staff would not need to allocate it in advance.

3.2. ISKN Changes from Land-Building Map Layers

The new building registration method would require the ISKN to be adapted to the new
requirements, and the existing ISKN database would need the following two additions:

• JIS.
• Temporary ID (DIS), to be used in the Advanced Survey (ZPMZ) for the ISKN update. DIS should

cover cases where multiple buildings would be assigned the same ZPMZ. The DIS in the ISKN
would be a combination of the ZPMZ and a custom number (natural numbers starting from 1
an incrementing by 1).

The ISKN real estate graphical section will need to include the entire geometry of the buildings
and any and all additional planimetric elements (Figure 2).
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The new procedure will bring the following changes to current SGI understanding and the Land
Registry geodetic information exchange architecture (VGI), which will continue to be used even if
the existing de-centralized ISKN were to be changed to a central land and real estate management
system (CSKN):

• There would need to be a definition of the ‘STAVBA’ (STRUCTURE) layer that would contain
the closed planar objects representing the building. All these objects would include a mandatory
non-zero DIS attribute, unless it has been registered in the Land Registry, along with the already
registered JIS.

• There would also need to be a definition of the ‘STAVLIN’ layer, which would include the optional
additional plane measurement of a specific building. The building identification attributes are
the same as for the ‘STAVBA’ layer. As a rule, each structure can only have a single ‘STAVLIN’
sub-structure. No ‘STAVLIN’ can exist independently without the ‘STAVBA’, so all non-zero JIS
and DIS codes used in ‘STAVLIN’ must be paired with ‘STAVBA’.
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The names of the LR geodetic information format files are:

New Structure
&O STAVBA 4
&A JIS = 0
&A DIS = 54
&L P 572546.47 1279329.61 B = 262519 C = 1 K = 1

L 572584.84 1279383.93 B = 260001 C = 134
L 572586.63 1279386.45 C = 135
L 572591.30 1279383.30 C = 155
L 572585.79 1279375.02 C = 156
L 572586.43 1279374.62 C = 157
L 572583.84 1279370.76 C = 161
L 572583.27 1279371.15 C = 162
L 572581.15 1279368.04 C = 163
L 572581.73 1279367.65 C = 164
L 572581.11 1279366.70 C = 165
L 572575.63 1279370.52 C = 166
L 572561.13 1279349.97 C = 167
L 572546.72 1279329.61 C = 86
L 572546.47 1279329.61 B = 262519 C = 1

&T 572583.82 1279376.64 ‘54’ D = 5 F = 1 H = 1.6 K = 1 U = 64.81
&L P 572584.06 1279374.66 K = 1 M = 0.7 S = (building, or whether it contains interiors)

Additional Graphical Representation of the Existing Structure

&O STAVLIN 32
&A JIS = 187
&A DIS = 0
&L P 572497.34 1279231.55 B = 260001 C = 269 K = 60

L 572492.38 1279224.49 C = 271

&L P 572496.44 1279221.63 B = 260001 C = 270 K = 60

L 572492.38 1279224.49 C = 271 K = 1
L 572491.58 1279225.03 C = 272

&L P 572495.19 1279219.83 B = 260001 C = 275 K = 60

L 572491.09 1279222.66 C = 274

&L P 572485.92 1279215.19 B = 260001 C = 277 K = 60

L 572491.09 1279222.66 C = 274 K = 1
L 572490.36 1279223.19 C = 273

These changes to the model cover the entire building registry and not just new entries. Buildings
already registered can be updated and adapted to the system (Figures 3 and 4).
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3.3. Measuring Buildings and Concentrating on Changes

The main focus of the real estate update process lies mainly in the geometric plans and partially
in the ZMVM-based tasks and wide ranging tasks such as updating the Land Registry (OKO) and
land consolidation (PU). As a rule, every new building requires a geometric plan and must undergo
a building approval procedure. This means that almost all new buildings will be entered into the ISKN
through the geometric plans registration process. The method will be the same as before, just the form
and the content of the records will change, and here it is advisable to consider how to set the survey
procedure to concentrate on the structure itself. Section 6 of the Land Registry Act requires the entering
into the Land Registry of all buildings firmly joined to the ground through a solid foundation, either by
penetration into the ground or through a projection of its outer perimeter onto the ground (buildings
with above-ground and/or underground stories, either identified or not identified by a conscription
number and under construction where title has been established).

The survey itself is usually conducted ambiguously and diversely by Authorized Surveyors and
State Inspectors acting in accordance with Slovak law. However, the legislation is also very ambiguous.
Integrating the definition of structure boundaries with the Building Act may not be a good solution.
Several points have to be borne in mind:

• The Land Registry provides a record of the legal boundaries of property titles, which may
not always match the structural boundaries of the building (neighboring buildings, apartment
buildings, twin houses, boundaries running through the middle of a wall).
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• To define a basic structure for the Land Registry purposes, the building’s useful area on the floor
closest to the ground is essential and is the most suitable link to the C-Parcel where the building is
located).

• Structures should serve as the basis for future layers and the graphical representation of any
potential future interior on other floors of the building (above or below the ground), which may
be of a completely different shape (e.g., River Park—Figure 5).

Because of how the geometric design practices are currently drafted, it would be appropriate to
define how the building is going to be measured. The definition could be as follows:

‘The basic storied structure is measured as the projection of its perimeter at the ground floor,
including any mezzanine or staircase therein. Buildings with underground stories and no
upper stories would include the projection of the floor area closest to the ground, including
any mezzanine or staircase therein (Basement 1).’

It is logical for no definition to cover all building designs and today surveyors have a certain
degree of freedom to search for the best solution either with the cooperation of the owner and/or state
authority, or through records. This definition basically links a building to the ground and parcel itself
(for example, when reclassifying agricultural land for construction or with land type classification).
The reference point of a building correlates with the height of its entrance and additionally forms the
prerequisites for defining the structure’s future layers, which may have different owners and where each
new story can be assigned a different purpose (residential/commercial). The other layers can be likely
derived easily without direct measurement from the ‘STAVBA’ basic layer and the completed building.

The advanced solution, including the interior, will be part of future Land Registry changes and
must follow a successful implementation of the updated model for registering the structure in the
Land Register. Temporarily, any irregular building designs on different floors could be shown in the
‘STAVLIN’ layer, which could represent the outer maximum projection of the structure outside the roof
overlap to give some information about the dimensions of the building’s title boundaries closest to the
ground together with its maximum dimension (River Park, Figure 5). ‘STAVLIN can also be added
separately to an existing geometric plan of the structure together with its JIS code. When the structure
is registered, it will be either as a new building or as replacing an existing building according to the
rule of a single ‘STAVLIN’. It is understandable that STAVLIN will not be required for the majority of
standard designs.
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Figure 5. (A) River Park; (B) Land Registry Map Simultaneous Graphical Representation

As far as the produced geometric plan itself is concerned, the only change covers the building
and its lines in the VGI exchange format from the ‘KLADPAR’ layers (containing C-Parcels and parcel
numbers) or ‘ZAPPAR’ layers (containing an additional line drawing to the ‘KLADPAR’ structural
layers) moved to the ‘STAVBA’ and ‘STAVLIN’ layers, as described above (Figure 6). The DIS or JIS
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would then be added to the paper graphical representation, and it would be appropriate to highlight
the building in a different color in the geometric plan and not just in the ZPMZ. A requirement would
be to change the ‘STAVBA’ tag in the XML file for the SPI registration, which is now assigned illogically.
However, the critical procedure is adding the DIS and JIS codes. Paper excerpts will need to include
the building’s DIS code and the present condition of the building; for a strange reason it is currently
stated only in the XML file and the excerpt cannot tell you whether the building has been reconstructed
or newly erected. The same building may even be passed to another parcel in the geometric plan.
It follows logically that the excerpt should have the buildings balanced in a separate section along with
the pre-existing and existing conditions, similar to the parcels.
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Figure 6. (A) River Park Non-Standard Design: Post-Implementation Full Land Registry Information
Representation Option. Some layers are differently colored for easy reference. The figure is illustrative
and may neither conform to technical regulations, nor copy the entry in the Land Register. The ‘STAVBA’
layer is highlighted with a solid red line, the ‘STAVLIN’ layer with a dashed red line. River Park’s JIS code
is 749; (B) Areas Adjacent to River Park: Post-Implementation Land Register Information Representation
Option W/O STAVBA and STAVLIN Layers; (C) River Park Building: Separate Post-Implementation
STAVBA and STAVLIN Layer Representation Option.

The final piece of information advisable to record and illustrate is whether the building contains
residential and commercial areas with different owners (code, map designation).

It is essential to be aware of the new ‘STAVBA’ and ‘STAVLIN’ layers as an integral part of the Land
Registry map and in no case will the building information be lost if the outline is not included in the
‘KLADPAR’ layer. The map should not be understood only in the context of the SGI software (KOKES)
and its integration with the SGI management (SKM) or VGI exchange format. Specific layers of the
original ‘KLADPAR’ layer will contain lines, symbols, parcel numbers, cartographic parcel numbers
(abbreviated and shifted) in the new ISKN-SGI. Also the SPI will provide building information in
separate tables similar to information about the land involved. Links in the SPI will be provided by the
identification code and in the SGI by the position and geometry in terms of their projection.

3.4. ISKN New and Reconstructed Building Entries

Buildings will be automatically entered in the ISKN system, based on structured VGI and XML
files, if the CSKN system currently under development is implemented. Were an entry to be made in
the old system, before the building could be projected in layers and registered in the SPI, there would
have had to be an automatic establishment of the JIS code based on the DIS code just prior to entry.

A single application with the following features can do the following:
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1. Checking integrity between VGI and XML files (same number of buildings and same DIS). Unless
the documents contain a building, the application will end. Otherwise, it proceeds to the next step.

2. Seeking the lowest available JIS number in the relevant LR area.
3. Creating a copy of the VGI, processes it and replaces each non-zero DIS with a zero JIS incrementally

based on availability.
4. Creating a DIS–JIS comparison reference.
5. Adding the JIS code to the XML file according to the comparison reference.
6. Continuing the SPI entry as before, but with the JIS code added to the buildings (then updating

the application). Here it would probably be appropriate to enter the DIS code in the form of
ZZZZ-DDD, where ZZZZ is the ZPMZ number and DDD the custom DIS code within the ZPMZ.
This will provide the link between the building code in the geometric plan and the code in
the ISKN.

4. Conclusions

The solution presented here is not complicated and brings Land Registry property management
to a whole new level, providing a range of benefits for small system structure changes:

• Land Registry building entries would be easily identifiable.
• Graphical representation would be displayed independently of the land itself and layered.
• Buildings with lines intersecting vertically would be shown graphically.
• The ground level and roof level could be used as attributes to model a simplified 3D building

image above the map plane.
• The measurements themselves would basically remain unchanged to not burden the geometric

design technologically.
• Were layered graphical representation of interiors to be later required, the solution would create

a good basis for “3D land registries” and other land registry related tasks.
• A foundation would have been created for linking various building-related information and

establish Building Information Management (BIM) for the Land Registry map to become the basic
index map for various information systems (Figure 7).
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New buildings will need to be registered into the ISKN system as the first step toward ending
registration under the old rules. The next step would then be to migrate existing buildings to the new
system. While new buildings would be registered in the ISKN mainly by third parties, the existing
buildings would be mainly updated by Land Register staff. However, it is possible to campaign toward
moving it to the commercial sector.

There would be three basic parts:

• Building information error and integrity analysis between SPI and SGI.
• Error correction.
• Conversion of SPI and SGI into the new model, including automated batch processing control.

Further technologies depend on the approach Ministry representatives take and their enthusiasm
to move forward with the issue.

If Land Registry registration is to continue improving, it is high time to create the conditions for
consistent registration of buildings, subsequent visualization of their interiors and including other
structures covered in the Construction Act (such as roads, surface areas and airports). The value of
these non-registered buildings as capital investments is high, and a central registry of titles to these
structures has yet to be established. It is a paradox that contradicts social needs and cannot be solved
without a systematic land registry solution.
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